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2.1 Introduction 

In the realm of sensor development, ion sensitive field effect transistor 

(ISFET) has created a niche for itself as its demand has been increasing in the 

field of food quality and safety, environmental, medical, military and 

biotechnology areas etc. With an ever increasing demand in various areas, there is 

a growing interest for the development of ISFET based sensors which are 

manufactured by means of semiconductor technology. Middlehock in his review 

indicated the use of silicon as the substrate in a wide variety of sensors [1]. Wise 

et al. through their work in the late sixties clearly indicated the capability of the 

silicon substrate for microelectrodes for electrophysiological measurements [2]. 

Later, in the year 1970, Piet Bergveld from the University of Twente introduced 

the concept of ion sensitive field effect transistors in sensor industry and brought 

about a revolutionary change in pH measurement [3, 4]. The first ISFETs were of 

silicon dioxide as the sensing membrane and in 1972 the measurement of ionic in 

and effluxes around a nerve was reported in a work by P.Bergveld [5]. In 1974, 

Matsuo and Wise also developed a similar device using Si3N4 as the sensing sub 

gate layer which enhanced the performance of the sensor [6]. With these 

pioneering works, many groups reported several findings on ISFET and its related 

device. 

ISFET are potentiometric sensors and are analogous to its predecessor ion- 

selective electrodes (ISE). Both ISE and ISFET require an ion-selective 

membrane as the source of the sensing signal [7]. The main difference between 

the two is the placement of the membrane; in the ISE the membrane is 

symmetrically placed between the two solutions whereas for an ISFET the 

membrane is situated between the sample solution and a solid. A controversy was 

seen initially regarding the origin of the signal at the interface between the 

solution and the insulators. One group described this interface as a sheet of pH 

dependent charge (site binding theory) while the other group considered the pH 

sensitive region as a hydrated gel layer. A detailed analysis was presented by 

Sandifer [8] in which the site binding theory was formulated as one extreme of the 

hydrated gel model. The theoretical data obtained from the model showed that a 

full Nernstian response depended on the density of protonation sites and on the 
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thickness of the gel layer thus agreeing to the experimental data obtained for the 

calculation of pH response. Thus the issue of solution/membrane interface was 

well understood.  

The threshold voltage of an ISFET device is a function of the pH of the 

electrolyte. The operational mechanism of the ISFET originates from the pH 

sensitivity of the insulating sensing layer such as SiO2, Al2O3, Si3N4 etc. This 

mechanism is a surface phenomenon which is explained well by site dissociation 

model [9]. Unlike glass electrodes, ISFET does not need any conditioning period 

[10]. The response is fully determined by the kinetics of the surface reactions.  

Over these several decades, numerous publications appeared which were 

devoted to various aspects of ISFET development [11]. Few of the latest 

investigations are related to application of extended gate polycrystalline silicon 

thin-film transistors to ISFET for the development of DNA hybridization sensors 

[12], miniaturization of reference electrodes needed for the field effect sensors 

which is compatible with silicon chip technology [13], integration of ISFET based 

biosensors with a flow-injection analysis system [14] and development of 

nanoscale ISFETs [15]. 

In conventional ion sensor conducting material is used for sensing. 

Conversely, for an ISFET insulating materials are being used. The only pre-

requirement for these sensing materials is that their surface should be able to 

buffer the ion of interest. In the initial years, not much of importance was given to 

the fact that the sensing material exhibit Nernstian pH response or not. Later 

years, lots of researches were done to improve the sensitivity of the pH –ISFET 

gate. Silicon nitride was reported to have shown better pH response than silicon 

dioxide [6]. But, it had stability issues. Control and readjustment of the ratio of 

hydroxyl to amine groups improve the sensitivity [16]. Harame et al. indicated the 

ratio to be 7/3 to obtain maximum sensitivity [17]. Few methods to improve the 

sensitivity of silicon nitride were high pressure treatment [18], Rapid Thermal 

Nitridation [19] and treatment of the surface with 2.45GHz microwave O2 plasma 

[20]. Multilayer dielectrics with various insulators such as SiO2/Si3N4 [21], 

SiO2/HfO2/Al2O3 (OHA) structure [22] had better sensitivity and lower drift rate. 
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High k dielectric such as HfO2 [23], Y2O3 [24], Pr2O3 [25], Er2O3 [26] etc. was 

investigated to be used as the sensing layer to improve the sensitivity. Technique 

of deposition such as rf sputtering was used to deposit material such as Tungsten 

Trioxide [27], Aluminum Nitride [28] etc. which affects the sensitivity of the 

device. In addition to these, techniques were employed such as biasing conditions, 

electrostatic screening, inner metal dielectric overlying external gate to name a 

few. Improved sensitivity was obtained for FET based biosensors when biased in 

sub threshold regime [29].Decreasing Debye Huckel (DH) screening too resulted 

in better sensitivity [30]. Hence, structures with engineered bias conditions were 

introduced to improve pH sensitivity. Techniques such as IMD technology which 

utilizes a remote gate in the device comprising of polysilicon/aluminum with 

sensing membrane layer of IMD overlying the extended gate resulted into a 

significant improvement in chemical sensitivity and effective transconductance 

[31]. Besides these, few other structures such as dual gate (DG) ISFET using 

capacitive coupling[32], addition of second gate (a Self-Assembled Monolayer) 

(SAM) layer [33], Suspended gate Field Effect Transistors (SGFET) [34] etc. 

were proposed to breach Nernst limit of 59mV/pH . 

In recent times, improvement in ISFET fabrication has been highly 

influenced by the advances in microelectronic technologies. The encapsulation of 

the ISFET based sensors is very critical [35]. Precaution measures are to be taken 

as such that the gate area alone remains in contact with the liquid. Manual 

methods such as thermosetting resins were generally used which lowered 

manufacturing reproducibility and increased cost. A new alternative has been 

proposed by Bratov et al. for an automated method of encapsulation by the use of 

photocurable polymer [36]. Exposure to UV helps to pattern the polymer layers 

with the help of standard mask aligner thus resulting in semi-automation of the 

encapsulation process. 

Although the history of ISFET dates back to seventies, commercialization 

of probes with ISFETs started only in the nineties. This is mainly because of some 

constraints due to inherent problems such as drift, temperature and light 

sensitivity, and technological limitations such as encapsulation and the need for a 

stable miniaturized reference electrode. Some of the commercially available pH 
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ISFET are from companies such as ThermoORION (USA), Sentron (NL), 

Microsens S.A. (CH), Honeywell (USA), D+T Microelectronica (SP).  

Initially, the research went in the direction of ion sensing in general, it was 

only after a decade its biomedical aspect was explored. Devices where ISFET 

were used in conjunction with some biological material resulted into a device 

known as bioFETs, which is a transistor device with a bio-sensitive layer that can 

specifically detect bio-molecules such as nucleic acids and proteins. Different 

types of biological sensitive material include either biological molecules species 

such as enzymes, multi-enzyme systems, antibodies, antigens, proteins, or nucleic 

acids or living biological systems such as cells, plant tissue slices, intact organs or 

whole organisms which uses biochemical mechanisms for recognition. The 

biological recognition system translates the information from the bio-chemical 

domain, typically an analyte concentration, into a bio-chemical response. Due to 

the molecular interactions, one or more physico-chemical parameters changes 

which produce ions, electrons, gasses, heat or light, etc. These quantities are 

converted into electrical signal by the transducer part, which is further amplified, 

processed and displayed in a suitable form. Enzyme, a bioreceptor, has a specific 

binding ability. The idea of ENFET was proposed by Janata and Moss in 1976 

[37] and the first EnFET was realized by Caras and Janata in 1980 where 

penicillinase (penicillin hydrolyzing enzyme) was immobilized on the ISFET 

sensor [38]. In the later years, a large magnitude of ENFETs differing in sensor 

design or gate material , enzyme membrane composition or immobilization 

method have been reported for detection of the analytes such as glucose, urea, 

penicillin, ethanol, lactose, sucrose, maltose, ascorbic acid, lactase, acetylcholine, 

organophosphorus pesticides, formaldehyde, creatinine, etc[39-49].  

Some of the practical applications of ENFETs includes determination of 

glucose in blood serums [50] and urine [51], urea in blood serum [52, 53] and in 

hemodialysis fluids [54], creatinine in hemodialysis solutions and in serum of 

renal failure patients [55], vitamin C in beverages [56]. An ENFET array 

integrated into a commercial flow-injection system [57] were utilized to monitor 

glucose, maltose, sucrose, lactose, ethanol, and urea concentrations during the 

cultivation of Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Penicillin sensitive 
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ENFETs were used for determination of penicillin G in penicillin fermentation 

broths [58]. 

The following sections in this chapter give in brief the theory of ISFET 

which include the development of ISFET encompassing the site binding and 

electrical double layer concept. The later section deals about the EnFET and the 

principle behind it. 

2.2 Theory on ISFET 

The ISFET can be understood well if an analogy is drawn with the Metal 

oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET). Therefore, all works on 

ISFET always start with the explanation of the theoretical concept of MOSFET to 

explain the operation mechanism of ISFET. The ISFETs are devoid of the gate 

layer present in MOSFETs and the device when introduced in the electrolyte, the 

solution comes in direct contact with the sensing layer. The figure 2.1 illustrates 

an ISFET device. The gate circuit is completed by the presence of a reference 

electrode immersed in the solution [59]. 

 

Figure 2.1. Figure depicting the schematic of ISFET device 
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The sensing membrane in the device can buffer the ion of interest of the 

electrolyte solution. The threshold voltage which indicates the onset of drain 

current, for a MOSFET comprises of voltages due to surface potential, work 

function difference between the metal and the semiconductor and the charges 

trapped in the oxide layer [59, 60].  

( ) 2 | | ox ss B
th MOSFET f m si

ox

Q Q Q
V

C
  

 
              (2.1) 

Here f  is fermi potential of the semiconductor 

m  and si  is the work function of the metal and semiconductor respectively  

oxQ
 
is accumulated oxide charges 

ssQ is the fixed surface state charge per unit area at the insulator semiconductor 

interface, 

BQ
 
is the depletion charge in the silicon per unit area 

oxC  is the oxide capacitance per unit area 

In case of an ISFET, the same fabrication process can be used that may result 

into same constant parameters of the threshold voltage as in equation (2.1). 

However, in ISFET the presence of electrolyte, its direct contact with the sensing 

layer few additional parameters are also present. The expression for the threshold 

voltage of an ISFET is given as [60] 

( ) 2ox SS B
th ISFET ref lj eo sol si f

ox

Q Q Q
V E

C
    

  
       

 
 (2.2) 

Here Eref  is the potential of the reference electrode and is a constant 

Φeo is the interfacial insulator/electrolyte potential which is a function of the pH of 

the solution 

χsol is the surface dipole potential of the solvent and is a constant 
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Φlj is the liquid junction potential difference between the reference solution and 

the electrolyte 

The threshold voltage of an ISFET can further be written in terms of a 

MOSFET as [60] 

( ) ( )th ISFET th MOSFET ref lj sol eo mV V E            (2.3) 

The general expression for the drain current in ohmic region of the MOSFET 

and also applicable for ISFET is [60] 

2

( )
2

DS
DS GS th DS

V
I V V V

 
   

 
     (2.4) 

For the saturated region, the expression is [60] 

2( )
2

DS GS thI V V


       (2.5) 

Here, β is the device transconductance parameter which is depended on the 

mobility (µ), gate insulator capacitance Cox and the aspect ratio or width to length 

ratio. The expression of β is given as  

ox

W
C

L
       (2.6) 

The working of an ISFET can be explained by two theory- site binding theory 

and electrical double layer theory. 

2.2.1 Site binding theory 

In 1974, Yates et al. described the site binding model for silicon dioxide 

surface [61]. The model explains the mechanism of establishing the equilibrium 

between the charges in the oxide layer and the ions present in the electrolyte. The 

oxide layer is assumed to be amphoteric i.e. the surface hydroxyl groups are 

neutral, protonated or deprotonated depending on the pH of the bulk solution. At 

lower pH values the protonated groups predominate and at higher pH values the 

deprotonated groups predominate. The site binding theory is illustrated in figure 

2.2 for silicon dioxide layer. 
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Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of site binding model 

2.2.2 Electrical double layer 

The exchange of hydrogen ions between the surface groups and electrolyte 

brings about a change in the charges at the electrolyte insulator interface. The 

active sites are formed by the interaction with the protons and the surface groups. 

The redistribution of charges results into a change in the potential at the interface. 

This forms the electrical double layer.  

There are three theoretical treatments of the double layer on the interface, 

Helmholtz Plane Theory, Gouy-Chapman Theory, and Gouy-Chapman Stern 

Model. The Helmholtz Double Layer theory (1879) is a simple approximation in 

which the surface charge is neutralized by counter ions of opposite sign [60]. The 

charge in the solution is located at the Outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) and the 

surface is treated as a parallel plate capacitor. However, since this model 

hypothesizes rigid layers of opposite charges, this does not occur in nature. 

Therefore, Gouy-Chapman double layer theory (1910-1913) was introduced in 

addition to the Helmholtz Double Layer theory [62] . Here, the counter ions are 

not rigidly held, but they tend to diffuse into the liquid phase until a counter 
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potential restricts this tendency. The ion concentration distribution in the diffusion 

layer is given by a Boltzmann equation [63]. The assumption that only oppositely 

charged ions diffuse into the bulk solution contradicts the double layer thickness 

found experimentally and the calculated one. This is because not only the 

oppositely charged ions but also same sign charges as that of surface charges too 

will be found within the double layer. Therefore, the third model i.e. inclusion of a 

Stern layer into the existing theory was done. Thus the electrical double layer is 

explained well by Gouy Chapman Stern theory [64, 65, 66, 67].  

 

 

Figure 2.3. The Stern and Gouy –Chapman layers in an electrical double layer 

Various parts of the electrical double layer are depicted in figure 2.3. Further, 

the charge distribution and potential profile of an Electrolyte Insulator 

Semiconductor (EIS) system are illustrated in figure 2.4(a) for pH>pHPZC and (b) 

for pH<pHPZC [68]. 
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Figure 2.4(a) Charge distribution and potential profile of an EIS system for pH> pHPZC 

The symbols used to illustrate the EIS system are:- 

Co Capacitance of the oxide layer ϕinversion Potential across the inversion layer 

Cdiffuse Capacitance of the diffuse layer ϕdepletion Potential across the depletion layer 

COHP Capacitance of the OHP layer σdiffuse Charge in the diffuse layer 

CIHP Capacitance of the IHP layer σIHP Charge in the IHP layer 

Cdepletion Capacitance of the semiconductor 

layer 

σo Surface charge 

ϕdiffuse Potential across the diffuse layer σinversion Charge in the inversion layer 

ϕOHP Potential across the OHP layer σdepletion Charge in the depletion layer 

ϕIHP Potential across the IHP layer   
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Figure 2.4(b) Charge distribution and potential profile of an EIS system for pH< pHPZC 

 The Gouy Chapman Stern theory states that the double layer formed at the 

vicinity of the sensing layer is divided into two parts: Stern layer and Gouy 

Chapman diffuse layer. The adsorbed ions at the immediate vicinity of the 

interface form the Stern layer. The Stern layer is divided into Inner Helmholtz 

Plane (IHP) and the Outer Helmholtz Plane (OHP). The inner part of the Stern 

layer is the IHP and it passes through the center of the counter ions specifically 

adsorb on the interface. Next to the IHP is the OHP which passes through the 

centers of the next layer of non-specifically adsorbed ions. The potential drop in 

these two layers is linear and is sharper in the inner layer than the outer layer. 

Beyond OHP is the diffuse layer which is known as the Gouy Chapman layer. The 

point in the diffuse layer until which the effect of the sensing layer is felt by the 

ions in the electrolyte is called the Debye length which is represented by 1/k (in 

this thesis it is represented as LD in later chapters). k is known as  Debye Huckel 

parameter. The electrical double layer can be assumed to be two parallel plate 
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capacitors, CH and CD in series. CH is the Helmholtz capacitance and CD is the 

diffused layer capacitance. The Helmholtz plane is further divided into the CIHP 

and COHP. 

In 1980, Bousse et al. used the site binding model for the EIS surface and 

proved that it could be used for ISFET surfaces of SiO2 and Al2O3 [9]. Both the 

site binding and electrical double layer theory concepts were used and two 

parameters were developed. One is pHPZC which is the value of the pH at which 

the surface is electrically neutral. The other is the sensitivity represented as β. The 

resulting equation is the surface potential equation which is given as [9] 

 2.3
1

eo pZC

KT
pH pH

q





 


   (2.7) 

Equation (2.7) clearly indicates that the surface potential is dependent on the 

sensitivity and lower value of it can lead to sub-Nernstian range. Further, the 

proton concentration at the surface can be related to the concentration at the bulk 

by Boltzmann statistics. The group of Grattarola used this parameter as a 

mathematical quantity after associating it with the site dissociation model and 

gave the PSPICE model for different types of surface sites [69]. The significance 

of the [H
+
]S was put forward later in a work reported by Hal and Eijkel [70, 71, 

72]. The well-known electrical equation of Q=CV was used for comparison of the 

acid base model of a protein molecule. Q indicated the surface charge which are  

the protonized or deprotonized groups of the oxide surface, C indicated the 

electrical double layer capacitance at the interface and the V denoted the resulting 

surface potential i.e. ϕeo . The final value of the surface potential ϕeo was given by 

an equation with a sensitivity factor α stated as [72, 73] 

2.3eo bulk

RT
pH

F
         (2.8) 

Where α is given as  

   

2

1

(2.3 / )( / ) 1s skT q C






                           (2.9) 
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Here βS is the surface buffer capacity and it is the capacity of the oxide surface 

to consume or deliver hydrogen ions and CS is the differential double layer 

capacitance. The dimensionless parameter α should lie between 0 and 1 and is 

dependent on the intrinsic buffer capacity and the differential capacitance. 

Maximum sensitivity can be achieved if the intrinsic buffer capacity is high. 

Maximum Nernstian sensitivity can be achieved if α approaches unity and sub 

Nernstian value is attained if it is lesser than unity. α becomes equal to unity with 

high surface buffer capacity βs and low double layer capacitance Cs. Therefore, 

ISFET, which is similar to MOSFET, the prior’s threshold voltage can be 

modulated by means of the interfacial potential of the oxide and the electrolyte. 

The buffer capacity of the oxide surface determines the relation between the 

interface potential and the pH. In conventional ion sensor, only conducting 

material is used whereas in ISFET insulating materials are being used. The only 

pre-requirement for these sensing insulators is that their surface should be able to 

buffer the ion of interest [9]. 

2.3 ISFET modeling 

Modeling of ISFET predicts the function of the device for different 

sensing layer which enhances the sensitivity. In all the models whether based on 

physico- chemical or Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis 

(SPICE) the basic objective is to obtain a relation between the interfacial electrode 

electrolyte potential and the pH of the electrolyte [73]. This section describes, in 

brief, some mathematical quantities used for the ISFET models. Here the 

modeling is shown for silicon dioxide surface, therefore, the positive, negative and 

neutral surface site is denoted as SiOH
+

2, SiO
-
 and SiOH respectively. Exchange 

of the hydrogen ions with these sites can be expressed as follows [60, 74] 

aK

sSiOH SiO H                            (2.10)    

2
bK

sSiOH H SiOH                          (2.11)                          
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Under equilibrium conditions, the dissociation constants are expressed as 

[SiO ][H ]

[ ]

S
aK

SiOH

 



                                                   (2.12)  

2[SiOH ]

[ ][H ]
b

S

K
SiOH






                                      (2.13) 

s in the subscript indicates proton concentration at the surface. Combining 

equation (2.12) and (2.13) 

         

2[ ]

[ ]

a

S
b

K SiOH
H

K SiO





                            (2.14) 

Considering the surface to be neutral i.e. when [SiOH
+

2] = [SiO
-
] equation (2.14) 

becomes                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

a

S
b

K
H

K

  
                                            (2.15a) 

Taking logarithm on both sides of above equation 

                      

ln ln a

S
b

K
H

K

                                             (2.15 b) 

Where 

1 1

2 2

ln 2.303log 2.303a a
PZC

b b

K K
pH

K K

   
      

   
                         (2.16) 

pHPZC point of zero charge is the value of pH for which the surface is electrically 

neutral. Further, the proton concentration at the surface is related to bulk 

concentration by Boltzmann distribution. 

exp eo

S bulk

q
H H

KT

           
                            (2.17) 
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This surface potential ϕeo is generated by the net surface concentration charge 

expressed as [60] 

 2o q SiOH SiO                                       (2.18) 

The total number of surface sites is given by  

 
  2SN SiOH SiO SiOH                                       (2.19) 

Considering equation (2.12, 2.13, 2.18 and 2.19) the surface charge density is 

expressed as  

2

2

[ ]

[ ] [ ]

S a b
o S

S a S a b

H K K
q N

H K H K K




 


 

 
                              (2.20) 

The relation between pH of a solution, surface potential ϕeo and surface charge 

density can be established by the equations (2.10-2.13, 2.17-2.19) [75] 

 

1
2 2

2
1

2
1 1

[ ] exp( )
1

o o

a
o

b o

K
H y

K

 


 





  
    

     
 

                      (2.21) 

Here, / , /o eo o o Sy q KT qN   
 

and 
1

22( )a bK K  . The parameter δ was 

introduced by Healy et al. [76] and it characterizes the reactivity of the insulator 

surface. For oxides, δ<<1 and consequently putting 1- δ
2
≈1 in equation 2.21 the 

expression obtained is  

1
2 2

1
2

1

[ ] exp( )
1

o o

a
o

b o

K
H y

K

 

 





  
   

     
 

      (2.22) 

Now, if considered yo= 0, αo=0 then equation 2.15 is obtained. Taking logarithm 

on both sides of the equation (2.22)  
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1
2 21

2

ln[ ] ln ln 1 ln(1 )o oa
o o

b

K
H y

K

 


 


            

      

1
2

1ln[ ] ln sinh ln(1 )oa
o o

b

K
H y

K






           
   

                        (2.23) 

Substitution equation (2.16) in equation (2.23), the expression obtained is 

  12.303 sinh ln(1 )o
PZC o opH pH y






  
     

 
  (2.24) 

The last term in equation (2.24) can be neglected for silicon dioxide surface. 

Hence the expression becomes 

  12.303 sinh o
PZC opH pH y





  
    

 
         (2.25) 

According to Gouy Chapman Stern theory, insulator electrode interfacial potential 

is the summation of the potential across the Stern layer and the diffuse layer. 

Therefore, the expression is given as 

1

1
2

2(KT/ q)sinh
(8 )

diffuse diffuse

eo

H
diffuse conc

CKTC

 





 
   
 
 

                          (2.26) 

εdiffuse is the dielectric constant of the diffuse layer , Cconc is the concentration of 

the electrolyte , σdiffuse is the charge in the diffuse layer.  

For small values, diffuse layer can be written as  

1
2

2(KT/ q)
(8 )

diffuse diffuse

eo

H
diffuse conc

CKTC

 




 
   
 
 

                        (2.27) 

 

diffuse diffuse

eo

D HC C

 
                                                     (2.28a) 
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diffuse

eo

dC


                                                          (2.28b) 

Here, 
1 1 1

d D HC C C
   

Therefore, diffuse layer capacitance (CD) is given as 

 8
2

diffuse

D o r conc

eo

d zq
C KTC

d KT


 



 
    

 
                                    (2.29) 

In absence of applied voltage to the reference electrode, the diffuse layer charge is 

given as 

   8 sinh 8
2 2

eo eo
diffuse o r conc o r conc

zq zq
KTC KTC

KT KT

 
    

   
      

   
     (2.30)        

Stern plane is further divided into IHP and OHP, hence the capacitance is 

expressed as  

1

1 1H

IHP OHP

C

C C




                                                                 (2.31) 

IHP
IHP

IHP

C
t


    and OHP

OHP

OHP

C
t




 

Here, tIHP and tOHP represents the thickness of the IHP and OHP layer respectively. 

From the viewpoint of charge neutrality, as shown in figure 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) the 

charge density and the potential profile of an EIS system  

0diffuse IHP OHP insulator semiconductorQ                                       (2.32) 

inversion depletion semiconductorQ Q Q                                        (2.33) 

IHP OHP insulator o                                                  (2.34) 
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Substituting equation (2.33) and (2.34) in equation (2.32) is given as 

0diffuse o inversion depletionQ Q                                      (2.35) 

In absence of any applied voltage, inversion charge is zero and depletion charge is 

negligibly low. Therefore, equation (2.35) can be written as 

0diffuse o  
 

diffuse o                                                (2.36)    

Again rewriting equation (2.25) with αo and δ terms replaced the equation 

obtained is   

 
 

1

1
2

2.303( ) sinh
2

o
PZC o

S a b

pH pH y
qN K K


 
   
 
 

                (2.37)                                

diffuse d eoC                                                                    (2.38) 

Substituting equation (2.38) in equation (2.37) 

 

1

1
2

2.303( ) sinh
2

d eo

S
PZC o

a b

C
qN

pH pH y
K K





 
 

    
 
 

                                  (2.39) 

Substituting the value of ϕeo in terms of yo in equation (2.39) and rearranging the 

terms, the expression obtained is 

 

1

1
2 2

2.303( ) sinh
2

o
PZC o

S a b

d

y
pH pH y

q N K K

KTC



 
 
 

    
 
 
 

                                (2.40) 

12.303( ) sinh o
PZC o

y
pH pH y



  
    

 
                                           (2.41) 
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Where 
 

1
2 22S a b

d

q N K K

KTC
   is a dimensionless parameter which indicates the 

sensitivity. 

Replacing the terms of yo and considering yo << β the equation (2.41) can be 

written as [9] 

                 
 2.303

1
eo PZC

KT
pH pH

q





 


                                               (2.42)  

Therefore equation (2.42) relates interfacial insulator electrolyte potential with the 

buffer sensitivity. 

2.4 Enzyme Field Effect Transistor 

It is already mentioned that ISFET when used in conjunction with 

biological element such as enzyme results into a bio-electronic device called 

Enzyme Field Effect Transistor. It belongs to the class of potentiometric sensors 

which has high selectivity and sensitivity [77]. In 1962 first electrode based 

biosensor was developed by Clarke [78] and the first ENFET was realized in 1980 

[38].  

An ENFET is constructed by immobilizing an enzyme on the insulator 

layer of the ISFET. The immobilizing technique can involve a various number of 

methods- such as physical or chemical adsorption, entrapment within polymeric 

matrices, covalent binding, cross-linking by bi-functional crosslinking agents 

(such as glutaraldehyde) and mixed physicochemical methods (entrapment and 

cross-linking) [10, 39, 79, 80, 81]. Figure 2.5 illustrates the structure and the 

functional principle of a penicillin-sensitive ENFET [82]. 

In an enzymatic reaction there are mainly three components the enzyme, 

substrate or analyte and the product, where analyte is converted to product in a 

single substrate enzyme catalytic reaction. In context with consumption or 

production of protons (H
+
) in an enzymatic reaction the change in the 

concentration can be monitored by the underlying ISFET. Hence, a change in the 

ISFET signal can be correlated with the original analyte concentration. 
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         Figure 2.5 Figure depicting the structure and functional principle of a penicillin sensitive 

ENFET (RE- Reference Electrode) [82] 

2

penicillinasepenicillin H O penicillic acid H     

The penicillinase acts as the biocatalyst in the hydrolysis of the penicillin to 

penicillic acid. This results into a local pH change near the gate region of the 

ISFET. The output signal helps to determine the amount of penicillin in the 

sample solution.  

The understanding of the ENFET operation is associated with the reaction kinetics 

of the biological recognition processes and the mass transfer theory.  
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2.4.1 Enzyme catalyzed reaction of substrate 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Figure illustrating the electrolyte enzyme insulator semiconductor structure 

The system is considered to consist of a sensor surface, which is present at 

x=0 and is coated with an immobilized enzyme layer of thickness L [83]. Beyond 

this thickness lies the transport boundary layer as illustrated in figure 2.6. The 

concentration of the analyte, i.e. the substrate S, beyond the transport layer has a 

defined value [S] and the product concentration [P] is taken as zero. The enzyme 

catalyzed reaction takes place in the immobilized enzyme layer and it follows the 

Michaelis Menten kinetics. In this reaction, the substrate is depleted and the 

product is generated in the enzyme layer. A steady state is reached when the rate 

of reaction is balanced by the mass transport of reactant and product to and from 

it. 

A single enzyme is considered to be acting on the substrate molecule 

which follows the Michaelis Menten theory. According to this theory, the enzyme 

(with concentration E) reacts reversibly with the substrate (with concentration S) 

to form an enzyme-substrate (ES) complex. Further, the complex breaks apart into 

product (with concentration P) and the original enzyme and this reaction is 

irreversible. The overall kinetics is expressed as [60, 83] 
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The rate of formation of enzyme substrate intermediate is equal to its breakdown. 

1 1 2[ ][ ] [ ] [ ]k E S k ES k ES   
 

1

1 2

[ ][ ]
[ ]

k E S
ES

k k



 




                                         (2.43) 

Combining the three constants gives the Michaelis constant, km  

1 2

1

m

k k
k

k

 




                                        (2.44) 

Substituting (2.44) in (2.43) 

[ ][S]
[ ]

m

E
ES

k
                                          (2.45) 

It is known that, 

[ ] [ ] [ ]oE ES E                                     (2.46) 

[Eo] is the total enzyme concentration. Substituting equation (2.46) in (2.45) 

([ ] [ES])[S]
[ ] o

m

E
ES

k




 

  

[ ][ ]
[ ]

[ ]

o

m

E S
ES

S k



                                         (2.47) 

The rate at which the product is formed is given by  

2[ ]
P

a k ES
t




                                       (2.48) 
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Substituting (2.47) in (2.48) 

2

[ ][S]

[ ]

o

m

E
a k

S k



                                   (2.49) 

The maximum value of a, amax is obtained for large value of So. Therefore, 

max 2[ ]oa k E                                         (2.50) 

Substituting (2.50) in (2.49) 

max

[ ]

[ ] m

S
a a

S k



                                     (2.51) 

This is the Michaelis Menten equation where amax is the maximal enzyme activity 

for one enzyme unit. Michaelis constant km corresponds to the initial substrate 

concentration at which the reaction velocity becomes half of its maximum value 

[60]. 

2.4.2 Diffusion –reaction equation 

The enzyme reaction follows the Michaelis Menten kinetics and the 

diffusion reaction equation follows the Fick’s second law with an extra term 

which accounts for the consumption or production of a species [60, 84]. 

2

2
( )

C C
D R C

t x

 
 

 
                                       (2.52) 

D is the diffusion coefficient of the species, R(C) is the reaction term, and the sign 

indicates whether the species is product or substrate. The reaction term is given by 

max

[ ]( , )
( , )

[ ]( , )
enz

m

S x t
R x t a n

S x t k



        for 0 ≤ x ≤ L              (2.53a) 

( , ) 0R x t   for x > L                                                  (2.53b) 
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Using equation (2.52) for the substrate and the product is expressed as 

2

2

[ ]( , ) [ ]( , )
( )S

S x t S x t
D R C

t x

 

 
                                      (2.54) 

2

2

[P]( , ) [P]( , )
( )P

x t x t
D R C

t x

 

 
                                     (2.55) 

The time derivative is set to zero when steady state response is considered. 

Therefore,  

[ ]( , ) [ ]( , )
0

S x t P x t

t t

 

 
 

 

The solutions can be obtained by considering two limiting cases. 

Case 1. [S] << km, which indicates that the enzyme kinetics is much faster than the 

transport through the enzymatic layer, the substrate concentration being the 

limiting factor.  

Case 2. [S] >> km, this represents very high concentration that saturates the 

enzyme. 

For case 1. 

Under steady state condition, equation (2.54) becomes 

2

2

[ ]( , )
( , ) 0S

S x t
D R x t

x




                                     (2.56a) 

or    

2

max

2

[ ]( , ) [S](x, t)

[ ]( , ) k

enz

S m

a nS x t

x D S x t







  for 0 ≤ x ≤ L                     (2.56b) 

Considering [S] ≤ km  

2

max2

[ ]( , ) [S](x, t)

k
S enz

m

S x t
D a n

x




      for 0 ≤ x ≤ L 
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2

max

2

[ ]( , ) [S](x, t)

k

enz

S m

a nS x t

x D






 

2

2

[ ]( , )
[ ]( , ) 0

S x t
S x t

x





                                  (2.57) 

Where max 2[ ]enz o

S m S m

a n k E

D k D k
    , α is called the enzyme loading factor or diffusion 

modulus. 

The boundary conditions are  

[ ]( , )
0

S x t

t




 at x =0 

[ ]( , ) [ ]( , )S x t S L t  at x=L 

[S](L, t) is the substrate concentration at the outer surface of the immobilized 

enzyme layer at x=L. Thus integrating equation (2.57) applying the boundary 

conditions, the expression obtained is  

cosh( )
[ ]( , ) [ ]( , )

cosh( )

x
S x t S L t

L




    for 0 ≤ x ≤L                      (2.58) 

Here x defines the distance across the enzyme layer, which extends from the 

interface of enzyme and insulator at x=0 to the interface of enzyme and the 

electrolyte at x=L. 

Substituting [S](L, t) in equation (2.54)  the expression obtained is 

max

[ ]( , ) [ ]( , )
enz

m

S L t S L t
a n

t k




                                  (2.59) 

Integrating equation (2.59)  

maxln([ ](L, t)) enz

m

a n t
S C

k
                                   (2.60) 
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At t=0, [S](L, t)=So , therefore C=ln(So) 

maxln([ ]( , )) ln( )enz
o

m

a n t
S L t S

k
  

 

max[ ]( , )
ln enz

o m

a n tS L t

S k

 
  

   

Therefore,  

max[ ]( , ) exp enz
o

m

a n t
S L t S

k

 
  

 
                                (2.61) 

The relationship between substrate and product can be obtained by adding 

equation (2.54) and (2.55) 

2 2

2 2

[ ]( , ) [P]( , )
0S P

S x t x t
D D

x x

 

 
                          (2.62) 

Integrating the equation (2.62) 

    

[ ]( , ) [P]( , )
S P

S x t x t
D D constant

x x

 

 
    for 0≤x≤L                     (2.63) 

At the insulating surface, x=0 the product concentration [P]x=o=[Po] 

Integrating equation (2.63)  

[ ]( , ) [ ]( , ) [ ]( , ) [ ]( , )S P S pD S L t D P L t D S x t D P x t constant            (2.64) 

Rearranging equation (2.64) and substituting equation (2.58)  

cosh( )
[ ]( , ) [ ]( , ) [ ]( , ) [ ]( , )

cosh(L )
p S S P

x
D P x t D S L t D S L t D P L t




    for 0 ≤x ≤ L 

cosh( )
[ ]( , ) 1 [ ]( , ) [ ]( , )

cosh(L )

S

p

D x
P x t S L t P L t

D





 
   

 
                  (2.65) 
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At x=0,  

1
[ ] 1 [ ]( , ) [ ]( , )

cosh(L )

S
o

p

D
P S L t P L t

D 

 
   

 
                     (2.66) 

 

Substituting [P](L, t) in equation (2.55) 

max

[ ]( , ) [ ]( , )
enz

m

P L t S L t
a n

t k




                              (2.67) 

Integrating equation (2.67) and for t= 0, [P](L,t)=0 , thus  the constant C= So 

therefore, the final expression obtained is 

max[ ]( , ) exp enz
o o

m

a n t
P L t S S

k

 
   

 
                      (2.68) 

For the second case: [S] >> km 

R(x, t)= amax nenz for 0 ≤ x ≤ L 

From equation (2.54)  

2

max2

[ ]( , )
S enz

S x t
D a n

x




    for 0 ≤ x ≤ L         

      

2

max

2

[ ]( , ) enz

S

a nS x t

x D




                             (2.69) 

Integrating equation (2.69) with the boundary conditions as  

[ ]( , )
0

S x t

t




 at x=0                                 (2.70a) 

[ ]( , ) [ ]( , )S x t S L t  at x=L                               (2.70b) 
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The expression obtained is 

[ ]( , )S x t
x C

t





                                    (2.71) 

Where 
max enz

S

a n

D
   

Using boundary condition (2.70a), C=0  

Integrating the equation (2.71) further after substituting the constant 

2

1[ ]( , )
2

x
S x t C


                                     (2.72) 

Using the second boundary equation (2.70b), constant obtained is 

              

2

1 [ ]( , )
2

L
C S L t


 

 

Substituting the constant, equation (2.72) becomes 

 2 2[ ]( , ) [ ]( , )
2

S x t S L t x L


      for 0 ≤ x ≤  L        (2.73) 

Replacing the expression of    in the equation (2.73)  

 2 2max[ ]( , ) [ ]( , )
2

enz

S

a n
S x t S L t x L

D
      for 0 ≤ x ≤  L        (2.74) 

Substituting [S](L, t) in equation (2.54)  

max

[ ]( , )
enz

S L t
a n

t




                                    (2.75) 

On integrating equation (2.75)  

max[ ]( , ) enzS L t a n t C  
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At t = 0, [S](L, t)=So  

max[ ]( , ) enz oS L t a n t S     

Again from equation (2.64)  

[ ]( , ) [ ]( , ) [ ]( , ) [ ]( , )P S P SD P x t D S L t D P L t D S x t    for 0 ≤ x ≤ L 

2 2max[ ]( , ) [ ]( , ) [ ]( , ) ( x ) D [ ]( , )
2

enz
P S S P

S

a n
D P x t D S L t D S x t L P L t

D
           (2.76) 

 

Substituting equation (2.74) in (2.76)  

2 2max[P](x, t) [P](L, t) ( )
2

enz

P

a n
L x

D
                                  (2.77) 

Substituting [P](L, t) in equation (2.55)  

max

[ ]( , )
enz

P L t
a n

t




                                                           (2.78) 

Integrating equation (2.78)  

max[ ]( , ) enzP L t a n t C    

At t=0, [P](L,t)=0 

max[ ]( , ) enzP L t a n t
 

 

For x>L  

2

2

[ ]( , ) [ ]( , )
S

S x t S x t
D

t x

 

 
                                           (2.79) 
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Assuming steady state 

2

2

[ ]( , )
0

S x t

x




                                                    (2.80) 

Integrating equation (2.80)  

[ ]( , )S x t
C

x




  

[ ]( , )
0

S x t

x




  at x=  

On integration, therefore C=0 the expression obtained 

[ ]( , )S x t C  

At x=  , [S](x, t)=So 

Therefore, [S](x, t)=So for x >L 

Again, 

2

2

[ ]( , ) [ ]( , )
P

P x t P x t
D

t x

 

 
                                                (2.81) 

Assuming steady state,  

2

2

[ ]( , )
0

P x t

x




  

On integration, 

[ ]( , )P x t
C

x




  

[ ]( , )
0

P x t

x




 at x=  

Therefore, C=0 
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On integration,  

[ ]( , )P x t C  

At x = , [P](x, t)=0 

Therefore [P](x, t)=0 for x> L 

In other words, the substrate is So and product is zero when x>L. Further, equation 

(2.77) the product concentration at the surface (x=0) is a constant that depends on 

the immobilized enzyme concentration, the reaction kinetics, diffusion mass 

transport and is independent of the substrate concentration. In this case, since the 

substrate concentrate is too large that it has saturated the enzyme.           

2.5 Results and Discussion    

This section presents the general characteristics of ISFET device, simulated using 

device model, available in the prior literature. 

Figure 2.7 shows variation of electrolyte oxide interface potential with pH. In this 

figure, it can be observed that the electrolyte oxide interface potential varies 

linearly with pH. Ideal case is considered here therefore β value is taken as unity. 

At pH below pHPZC, the electrolyte oxide potential is positive and as the pH 

increases it becomes negative. 

Figure 2.8 shows the relationship between drain current (IDS) and drain to source 

voltage (output characteristics), for different values of pH. From the plot, it is 

observed that with the change in drain to source voltage (VDS) the current IDS 

varies. Also, the magnitude of current is higher for lower pH values at same VDS.  

Figure 2.9 illustrates the relationship between drain current and gate to source 

voltage, at different values of pH. This indicates that the threshold voltage of 

ISFET is a function of pH and hence varies with the change in pH values of the 

electrolyte. 
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Figure 2.7. Electrolyte oxide interface potential vs. pH for Silicon dioxide 

 

Figure 2.8 Drain Current vs. drain to source voltage at various pH 
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Figure 2.9 Drain Current vs. gate to source voltage at various pH 

By the diffusion curves it can be seen that the substrate concentration at the 

surface of the immobilizing layer is far lower than the product whereas, the 

product concentration is highest at the surface. This is because the substrate 

molecule has to diffuse to the immobilizing matrix where they get converted to 

products. 
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Figure 2.10. Substrate concentration versus diffusion length plot when substrate concentration is 

less than km 

 

 

Figure 2.11.  Substrate concentration versus diffusion length plot when substrate concentration is 

greater than km 
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Figure 2.12. Product concentration versus diffusion length plot when substrate concentration is less 

than km 

 

 

Figure 2.13. Product concentration versus diffusion length plot when substrate concentration is 

greater than km 
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Data for simulation obtained from [85]:  

Substrate concentration: (0.01-0.02) mM  

Michaelis Menten constant km: 0.2mM 

Maximal enzyme activity am:  16.67×10
-9

mol/s   

Number of enzymatic units per volume (nenz): 301 ×10
4
units/cm

3
 

Acetylcholine diffusion constant (DS) 8×10
-6

cm
2
/s   

Acetic acid diffusion constant (Dp) 1.08×10
-5

cm
2
/s. 

When the substrate concentration is less than the Michaelis constant (km), 

the rate of reaction is faster than the condition when the substrate concentration is 

higher than km. For Substrate concentration lower than km (figure 2.10) at 

maximum diffusion length i.e. at 5 × 10
-5 

cm,
 
the substrate concentration is 1.9 × 

10
-7

 mol/cm
3
 whereas for substrate concentration higher than km (figure 2.11) the 

substrate concentration is 2.1 × 10
-7

 mol/cm
3
. Similar pattern can be seen for the 

products. When the substrate concentration is lower, the product concentration at 

the surface is low, which is 4.2 × 10
-8

 mol/cm
3
 (figure 2.12) and for higher 

substrate concentration the product concentration at the surface is high, which is 

5.7 × 10
-8

 mol/cm
3
 as illustrated in figure 2.13. 
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